Mighty Mac WCBHS
Virtually Impenetrable Unidirectional Wall-Mount Luminaire Protects Staff & Inmates

The downlight-only Mighty Mac WCBHS prevents unauthorized entry and weaponization of correctional luminaires via a completely unique, patent-pending housing design. Along with the Mighty Mac SSAS, CCS and WCBHS; these are part a family of luminaires designed to be doorless to completely prevent inmate access. The WCBU has a bullnose profile for greater safety, and a smaller footprint providing the same number of lumens, while also making the luminaire less intrusive in the space. Long LED life means that service won’t be necessary for years, so this is a “set-it-and-forget-it” lighting solution from the leader in correctional lighting.

MightyMac WCBHS
- Delivered lumen range: 2,339 – 5,270 lm
- Input power: 22– 44W
- Efficacy: 98 – 127 lm/W
- Downlight only

Nominal size:
Installation type: 9”×38.5”, 6.5” deep
Lamp type: wall mount
LED